
fall + winter 2017/2018



FEATURED PRODUCTS, THIS PAGE: 
SWIFT TOQUE in blue lily  + FLURRY TIGHTS in blue tartan. 
OPPOSITE PAGE: CHILL TOQUE in wave. 
FRONT COVER:  VENTILATOR HEADBAND in current.



Sauce was created with one thing in mind: make comfortable, attractive products 
that encourage physical activity and help you live a healthy lifestyle. Based on 
extensive outdoor and elite athletic experience, our solution-driven active wear 
focuses on comfort, easy care and just-right coverage. Beautiful Sauce prints combine 
with unique design features to keep you moving in style.

Active wear or casual wear, Sauce has you covered everywhere.
SAUCE. EVERY WEAR. 

Find us @sauceactive on social media and show us your Sauce!
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black 2001 skyward 2054 inkbrush 2068 rosebrush 2069 blue lily 2081tiger lily 2074

mosaic 2084 trellis 2085 jungle juice 2087 current 2090 secondary 2094elementary 2093   

The SWIFT HEADBAND is ideal for cool fall mornings and warm winter days. 
The just-right 3”(7.5 cm) width protects the ears and forehead, wicks away sweat, 
and keeps hair out of the way for an enjoyable workout. The headband tapers at 
the back for a smooth fit under hair and over ears. 
One size (designed to fit 6¾ to 7).   MSRP $2000 USD*

swift HEADBAND

FEATURED PRODUCT: SWIFT HEADBAND in black. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

 LIGHT 
+sleek 
  FIT



ventilator HEADBAND
Measuring 4”(10 cm)  wide and lined with Polartec® Power Dry®, the VENTILATOR 
HEADBAND offers the best in moisture management, just-right warmth for 
high-intensity exercise, and ideal coverage for protection from the elements. 
Looks equally great on men, women and youths! 
One size (designed to fit 7 to 7¾).   MSRP $25.00 USD*
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rosebrush 4069black 4001 white 4002 red 4004 navy  4027 tiger lily 4074

blue lily 4081 tribal 4079 blue tartan 4082 green tartan 4083 island breeze 4086mosaic 4084   

jungle juice 4087 wave 4089 current 4090 constellation 4091 secondary 4094elementary 4093   

HAT, MEET  
HEADBAND

FEATURED PRODUCTS: VENTILATOR HEADBANDS in blue lily and  blue tartan. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 



insulator HEADBAND
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The INSULATOR HEADBAND is wide and fully lined with Polartec® Power Stretch® 
fleece for maximum winter warmth. Ideal for lower intensity activities on warmer 
winter days, or higher intensity exercise on really cold days, this headband will keep 
you cozy and looking great! One size (designed to 7 to 7 ¾ ).    MSRP $25.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCT: INSULATOR HEADBAND in firemark. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

inkbrush 26068 rosebrush 26069 royal brush 26092black 26001 trellis 26085

jungle juice 26087 wave 26089 elementary 26093 secondary 26094

firemark 26067

BRING 
ON THE 

heat!



FEATURED PRODUCT: AXIS HAT in secondary. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

Named after the cycling team that inspired this product, the AXIS HAT is a sleek 
profile, helmet-friendly winter hat. The Polartec® Power Dry® lining provides 
mid-weight warmth and wicks away moisture. Low profile seam construction. 
Back seam can be opened to create a ponytail hole, if desired.
One size (designed to fit 6¾ to 7½).    MSRP $32.00 USD*

black 5001 emerald poppy 5062 sunscribe 5066 firemark 5067 elementary 5093sticks 5077

secondary 5094

axis 
HAT
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 helmet     
FRIENDLY
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 FLOWERPOMPOMTASSEL

Top off 
YOUR TOQUe 
YOUR WAY!

NONE



FEATURED PRODUCTS, OPPOSITE PAGE: SWIFT TOQUE in elementary with pompom. THIS PAGE: SWIFT TOQUE in royal brush (no tassel). 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

Designed for aerobic winter activities, 
the SWIFT TOQUE (toque, rhymes with duke) 
is lightweight and ideal for moderate to 
high intensity exercise in temperatures 
as low as 15˚F (-10˚C). 

tribal 1079 S/L tiger lily 1074  S/L blue lily 1081 S/L green tartan 1083 S/L mosaic 1084 S/L island breeze 1086 S/L

jungle juice 1087 S/L current 1090 S/L constellation 1091 S/L royal brush 1092 S/L elementary 1093 S/L secondary 1094 S/L

black 1001 S/L white 1002 S/L red 1004 S/L navy 1027 S/L peri poppy 1063 S/L storm 1064 S/L

Available in two sizes: S/M (designed to fit 6  to 7), and M/L (designed to fit 7 to 7¾).    MSRP $29.00 USD* 

swift 
TOQUE
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LIGHTWEIGHT 
WARMTH for 
HEAVYWEIGHT 
WORKOUTS



FEATURED PRODUCT : HOLY SWIFT TOQUE in mosaic with tassel. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

Ponytail 
PERFECT
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holy swift TOQUE
The HOLY SWIFT offers all the features of the SWIFT TOQUE plus one: the ponytail 
hole! The opening is finished with a stretchable binding loop to accommodate thick 
hair while maintaining the integrity of the hat’s construction. 
One size (designed to fit 6¾ to 7¼). See previous page for tassel options.    MSRP $31.00 USD*

black 8001 roller derby 8059 peri poppy 8063 exclaim 8065 blue lily 8081tiger lily 8074

mosaic 8084 island breeze 8086 jungle juice 8087 wave 8089 elementary 8093



FEATURED PRODUCTS: VENTILATOR HEADBAND in green tartan  + THE FROSTY in elementary/royal brush. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

The FROSTY is a lightweight, reversible neck warmer. Match whatever you’re
wearing! Two sides, two prints, all around comfort. Wear it around your neck like 
a scarf and face coverage when needed, pulled up to cover your ears, folded as a 
headband, or formed to make a hat. Available in one size.    MSRP $20.00 USD*
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THE 
frosty
FACE THE ELEMENTS

inkbrush/black 13068 blue lily/inkbrush 13081 blue tartan/black 13082tribal/lava flow 13079

elementary/royal brush 13093 secondary/black 13094current/blue 13090 constellation/black 13091



FEATURED PRODUCT: CHILL TOQUE in jungle juice.
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chill 
TOQUE



FEATURED PRODUCT: CHILL TOQUE in constellation. 
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

island breeze 3086 S/L jungle juice 3087 S/L wave 3089 S/L constellation 3091 S/L royal brush 3092 S/L secondary 3094 S/L

Ideal for chilly weather or chilling out, the Polartec® Power Stretch® fleece-lined 
CHILL TOQUE is one of the warmer pieces in the Sauce collection. 

The unique SWIRL CLOSURE at the top of the hat provides an escape for excess 
heat, a hole for a high-ponytail, and eliminates pointy seams. Available in two sizes: 
S/M (designed to fit 6 to 7), and M/L (designed to fit 7 to 7¾).    MSRP $32.00 USD*
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tiger lily 3074 S/L

sticks 3077 S/L tribal 3079 S/L blue tartan 3082 S/L

emerald poppy 3062 S/L

green tartan 3083 S/L mosaic 3084 S/L trellis 3085 S/L

black 3001 S/L white 3002 S/L red 3004 S/L navy 3027 S/L



WOMEN’S 

slouchy
The SLOUCHY is a relaxed-fitting, fully Polartec® Power Stretch® fleece-lined hat 
for workouts on cold days or casual winter wear. The women’s SLOUCHY showcases 
a ruched back for feminine detailing, an off-set pocket for small essentials and an 
oversized pompom for just the right attitude.

Even with its back-angled silhouette, the SLOUCHY beanie is easy to wear and stays 
on. The fleece lining is fit to your head while the outer fabric is draped to create a 
slouchy look – a fashion-forward fit for athletes! Comes with a matching pompom.
One size (designed to fit 6¾ to 7⅓).    MSRP $37.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS: WOMEN’S SLOUCHY in island breeze + THE FROSTY in inkbrush/black. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.

mosaic 18084 sticks 18077 tribal 18079exclaim 18065 blue tartan 18082

island breeze 18086 jungle juice 18087 elementary 18093 secondary 18094trellis 18085

confetti 18060
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Our SLOUCHY beanie also comes with a more masculine style variation. Maintaining 
the relaxed fit and warmth of our women’s version, the men’s SLOUCHY drops the 
frills and opts for a simpler, tucked back look.

Even with its back-angled silhouette, the SLOUCHY beanie is easy to wear and stays 
on. A form-fitting fleece lining and a sewn-in tuck mean no more adjusting – just a 
great look and fit! Comes with a matching pompom. 
One size (designed to fit 7¼ to 7¾).    MSRP $37.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCT: MEN’S SLOUCHY in sticks. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.
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storm 27064 green tartan 27083 constellation 27091sticks 27077 blue tartan 27082inkbrush 27068

MEN’S slouchy

FLEECE 
THE COLD!



constellation 7091 secondary 7094tiger lily 7074 trellis 7085 jungle juice 7087

tulip TOQUE
Combining early 20th century millinery influences with today’s fabrics and functionality, 
the Sauce original TULIP TOQUE is ultra feminine with its off-center and flattering line. 
Warm and cozy, it’s completely lined with Polartec® Power Stretch® fleece, offers 
full ear coverage, and has a notch that provides space for a low ponytail at the back. 
Comes with a matching pompom. One size (designed to fit 6½ to 7).    MSRP $37.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCT: TULIP TOQUE in tiger lily. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.  
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Flower 
POWER
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MSRP $24.00 USD EACH*; SOLD IN ASSORTED PACKS OF 6 FOR WHOLESALE, PACK SKU 17000

little hats with big style
FEATURED PRODUCTS: LITTLE SAUCE CHILL TOQUE in elementary.     

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. Assorted prints only.

Our “Tried and True”  
CHILL TOQUES 

are made for little 
heads, too! 

Little Sauce is available 
in assorted packages 

of 6 with sizes for 
newborns, babies 

and toddlers.
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Hey 
There LEARN MORE about our innovative, 

solution-based products online:

www.sauceactive.com /saucesavvy
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Large phone? Snacks? No problem. The BANDORA has 6 secure pockets to stash all 
your personal items and is tapered to fit your natural curves like a smooth layer. It 
holds everything in place for trail runs, exercise classes, and casual wear alike. 
Available in S, M, L, and XL (see fit chart on website).   MSRP $38.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS, FROM LT TO RT, OPPOSITE PAGE: THE SLOUCHY in trellis + FLURRY TIGHTS in blue tartan; VENTILATOR HEADBAND in mosaic, 
THE FROSTY in inkbrush/black, HIP WRAPPER in black, and PEPPER PANTS in island breeze ; THE SLOUCHY in tribal, THE FROSTY in tribal/ lava flow, and 
PEPPER PANTS in black.  THIS PAGE: THE BANDORA in black + PEPPER PANTS in current.   
* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.

black + black mesh liner 
29001 S/M/L/XL

inkbrush + black mesh liner 
29068 S/M/L/XL

trellis + black mesh liner 
29085 S/M/L/XL

THE bandora
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KEEP ON
CARRYING ON...
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LEGWEAR 
with EXTRA KICK!

With quality construction, flat-lock seaming and crotch gusset, two functional lengths 
for fall/winter, eye-catching patterns and a secure waistband pocket, PEPPERS are a 
must-have for athletic women. Available in XS, S, M and L (see fit chart on website).

21” inseam.    MSRP $62.00 USD*. STYLE CODE 23.

30” inseam.    MSRP $68.00 USD*. STYLE CODE 24.

pepper CROPS

pepper PANTS

FEATURED PRODUCTS, FROM LT TO RT, OPPOSITE PAGE: THE FROSTY in tribal/lava flow. THIS PAGE: VENTILATOR HEADBAND in green tartan, 
THE FROSTY in elementary/royal brush, and PEPPER PANTS in secondary ; SWIFT HEADBAND in mosaic + PEPPER PANTS in island breeze; SWIFT TOQUE    
in blue lily, HIP WRAPPER in black, and PEPPER PANTS in blue tartan. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.
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current 
PC 23090 XS/S/M/L
PP 24090 XS/S/M/L

secondary 
PC 23094 XS/S/M/L
PP 24094 XS/S/M/L

island breeze 
PC 23086 XS/S/M/L
PP 24086 XS/S/M/L

trellis
PC 23085 XS/S/M/L
PP 24085 XS/S/M/L

black 
PC 23001 XS/S/M/L
PC 24001 XS/S/M/L

blue tartan 
PC 23082 XS/S/M/L
PP 24082 XS/S/M/L

also comes in a 5” short. Available for the Spring + Summer season. 



FEEL 
THE BURN
NOT THE 
COLD!

trellis + black 
30085 S/M/L/XL

blue tartan + black 
30082 S/M/L/XL

confetti + black 
30060 S/M/L/XL

inkbrush + black 
 30068 S/M/L/XL

constellation + black 
30091 S/M/L/XL

secondary + black 
30094 S/M/L/XL

The FLURRY TIGHTS have panels of fleece lining just where you need them – in the 
tush and thighs – while less cold-sensitive areas remain unlined. These tights feature 
two secure thigh pockets, a drawstring, and 360˚reflectivity for dark winters. 
Available in S, M, L and XL (see fit chart on website).    MSRP $100.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS: FLURRY TIGHTS in blue tartan + black + SWIFT TOQUE in blue lily. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.
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flurry 
TIGHTS
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black 
28001 S/L 

black ice 
28055 S/L

secondary
28094 S/L

The HIP WRAPPER is a versatile winter wrap skirt. Made from windproof and
waterproof performance fabrics, it is sure to help keep your buns warm and covered!

The skirt has two adjustable closures to make room for any number of winter 
clothing layers. The tulip hemline allows for unrestricted leg motion while running, 
skating, or nordic skiing. This skirt is also great for casual winter wear. A zipper 
pocket at the back of the waistband provides a secure,  space to stow essentials. 
Available in S/M and M/L (see fit chart on website).    MSRP $68.00 USD* 

FEATURED PRODUCTS: HIP WRAPPER in black + PEPPER CROPS in heather gray (Spring + Summer 2017). 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.

hip 
WRAPPER

KEEP IT 
UNDER WRAPS
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FEATURED PRODUCTS: CHILL TOQUE  in trellis.



SAUCE provides customized gear to retailers and groups all over North America. 
We can customize most of your favorite Sauce products!

The SAUCE CUSTOM PROGRAM is both budget friendly and versatile. Several 
customization options are available to accommodate most quantities and timelines.

Logos aren’t an essential ingredient in creating your customized Sauce products. 
With our FULL CUSTOM PROGRAM, patterns and colors and imagery can be 
combined to create bold and distinctive looks as part of your brand/visual identity. 
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HAVE IT 
YOUR WAY



spring + summer

don’t 
sweat 
the hot 

stuff!
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SPRING + SUMMER EVERY WEAR... Performance and athleisure essentials designed 
to keep you moving in comfort through heat waves, cold snaps, and everything nature 
offers in between... NO SWEAT.



product INFO
• SOLUTION-DRIVEN DESIGNS based on extensive outdoor and elite athletic 
  experience.

• COMFORTABLE FIT for active bodies.

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SYNTHETIC FABRICS are soft, durable, and will last hundreds  
 of wash and wear cycles.

• REFLECTIVE Sauce logo aids in nighttime visibility.

•  EASY CARE – machine washable, tumble on low or hang to dry.

• Sauce products are made from stretchy fabrics that have a certain amount of ‘give,’ 
 making them suitable for a range of sizes. Note that our products are designed 
 with active individuals in mind and are intended to have a snug, stay-put fit. If you 
 prefer a looser fit, select a larger size, where offered.

• To find your numeric hat size, measure the circumference (inches) at the widest part  
 of the head, just above the ears and eyebrows. Divide by 3.14 (pi).

• See product pages on www.sauceactive.com for more sizing information and fit  
 charts.

sizing INFO

wholesale INQUIRIES 
+ CUSTOMER service
For order forms and all other inquiries:

EMAIL info@sauceactive.com 
TELEPHONE (406) 556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111 
FAX (866) 693-6251 

9 am - 5 pm MST, Monday thru Friday. 
Quality is our first priority. We value all feedback!

made + milled IN THE USA
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IMPROVED, LOWER-COST shipping for Canadians. As always, 
there are NO DUTIES or TARIFFS on our USA-MADE PRODUCTS.



PO BOX 2026, BOZEMAN, MT 59771
1-406-556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111
info@sauceactive.com


